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Disrobing under a
skeleton sky
I peeled back my
skin and let the
sun dry the inside.
Disrobing under a
street lamp with one
bulb burning weakly I
filled up my skin with
crazed eyes of
hungry men, hungry
for more than
whiskey and gin
and a woman who
smiled like a radiator.
Hungry to be eaten,
I ate them
and they grew like the ccds
of Jesus crimes and
they fed on me
like maggots in
soldier wounds
my father told me
about in the war.

J. R.Alley
Disrobing under
an imperfect moon
in a field that grew
smooth flat rocks
and dust that hung
like a tree from the
sky, I emptied me
out and I grew the
weeds that cause the fever
and I grew the home where
rusty oil barrels go to die,
headstones like weeds.
And l disrobed, and took
out my bones and staked out a
claim and built a bone tomb for
my lame weary soul
and threw my empty bag
of skin over the limb of
that dust tree to
hang like
Spanish moss.
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On

.

the third night of the new nation, the Monk walked
away from the crowds and the bands until he reached the
Gnat Haven River that separated the rock festival from the
hostile town. He watched the gentle laps of the half-empty
river. A night bird warbled throughout the calm night. In
the distance, leaves swished-shaken by stirrings of the cool
air. The Monk listened as he had not done in ages and some
peace crept into his tense soul. Then he remembered his
partner, the Kelp, toothless and ugly in the moonlight ;
disgust soured his mouth. At that moment, he realized the
best course open to him was to leave.
"You're in deep thought, Rabbi," said a feminine voice
with a phony lilt. She was a slight girl - undistinguish ed
from the rest.
Clad in black, his dark hair cascading to his sh oulders, a
darker beard outlining an immovable mouth , th e Mo nk
stared at her from heavy browed and fa intly men acing ey es .
Seeing his face, her hands rushed in nervous ap ology.
'Pray, I'm in need of your wisdom. " She lifted her lip s
and laughed with her teeth.
"What do you want, Bitch? " he growled.
"Why, anything." Her hand rested on his shoulder then
tigh tened-clawlike. "Look, I'll be needing a fix . You think
I'm bad now. Just wait until the beast starts clawing- what
not talking." Her mood changed to hilarity . " Okay, I was
wrong. You're not selling. Guess Red Fuzz will be glad of
that."
"I'll wring your scrawny neck. Wh at abou t the cop ?"
"Nothing, nothing. Why, you look like the devil. Or a
warlock. How come you're the Monk? I know-you 're
Rasputin. Rasputin the Mad Monk." She twirled about
from safety to peer closer. "In case you change your mind,
I'm Maria." She skipped off laughing, leaving the Monk
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Maria
and the
Mad Monk

wondering.
Next morning, the Monk met his partner by the deserted
bandstand. The Kelp was a short, unhealthy looking man.
He acquired his name from the green tinge to his light hair.
" Monk , I need my money. There's this man with a great
red beard .... "
" You've seen him, too?"
" Yeah , he follows me around. Asks questions ."
"What did you say ?" asked the Monk.
" Said I was retarded . Couldn 't speak English . Hey, he's a
cop. Aren 't you scared ?"
" No, " the Monk laugh ed.
"Why? "
" His name is John G ress. " Far off, a sparse group led by
an enthusiastic girl sang folk hymns. The Monk saw Maria
among them. The Kelp grabbed at his attention.
" You know him ?"
" He's a cop and he 's been following me for three years ,"
said the Monk.
"Wow, and he hasn't nabbed you? "
" He's neither too bright nor efficient, but one
thing ...."
" What?" asked the Kelp.
"He never gives up." The Monk gave an amused smile to
the Kelp 's tragic face. The group had drifted off leaving
Maria and the preacher girl.
"Who are those two? " asked the Monk.
" Them - that one is Mattie S. Vere. S for sucker. She
passes out mimeograph scriptures telling of her talks with
God. The other is Maria, a junkie , though she never buys
from me."
"What does she have to do with the Good News Lady?"
"Universal tolerance or Mattie 's well-filled collection
plate. Anyway, she hangs around and shares Mattie's meals
and tent. Now, about my money."
"Later." Maria had disappeared. He walked away and

.

.

Nancy

Herman

found her at their first meeting place by the river. She sat
on a log smoking a cigarette. The sun was bright, and it
danced off her hair in to the water.
" I see you must have found what you were looking for.
Else you'd be all over me by now."
"Where there's a buyer, th ere's usually a market," she
answered lightly.
He tried to kiss her, but she jerked her mouth to his ear
and whispere d , "I don't need you anymore." She threw her
cigarette into the river. A quick hiss was heard, but since it
didn't sink, she gave it a hard kick-splashing herself, and
the Monk.
"Yet you came out to where we're alone," said the
Monk.
"Except for our friendly police spy," she replied .
The Monk ran toward a cluster of bushes, but there was
nothing bu t a tramping in the distance.
Forgetting other commitments, the Monk accompanied
Maria the rest of the day. Darkness came upon the nation; a
thousand fires were lit up to the hillsides as the bands made
ready to dominate the evening. The first group started
playing and a huff of excitement went over the crowd, not
tapering off until the final refrain. People began to wander
and smoke h ung low everywhere. As the music gradu ally
softened and the melodies drifted into the nigh t, th e very
atmosph ere began to change. A hard breeze blew the stale
smoke away. The air heaved as a distant rumble was heard .
The rains poured down. Everyone scattered. The Monk
propelled Maria along until through the crowd came Mattie .
" Maria," sh e called upon reaching her. Mattie glance d at
the Monk with startled eyes. "Come on."
" I'll see yo u later, Monk," said Maria. He nodded and
surged on.
The wind t un neled through the trees, and they shook to
their base s. Th e Monk pressed his face against the bark of
an old oak for m omentary protection. He heard the squish

of wet leaves. Maria, he thought . "Kelp," he called. Silence,
and he knew it was Gress. He lumbered toward the noise
slipping on the grass. A sudden intention to get Gress lit fire
throughout him.
Gress ran into the bushes. As he struggled for release, the
Monk gained on him. Gress broke loose and ran, but as he
neared the Gnat Haven, the Monk jumped him and threw
him into the river.
Gress struggled to free his head from the water. The
Monk's grip was too strong and with his other fist, he kept
pounding Gress's face.
Finally, his neck was released. As he gasped for breath,
he heard the Monk threatening to kill him if he didn't leave
him alone. "Then kill me," Gress tried to croak out. The
Monk's hands went about his neck. Gress struggled for his
voice. "It's not so easy; you can't get rid of me." The
intolerable pressure on his neck began to lessen and he was
seized by a fit of coughing. The Monk threw his shaking
body out onto the mud. Gress's threats resided into sobs
for air.
The Monk stared down at his handiwork. "You I could
chew and spit in the gutter, but I don't need the heat."
Then the Monk ran off to the woods.
Lightning hit a tree in the distance and a small flame was
put out by the torrents of rain . Th e Monk dodged a branch
falling down upon him. The trail sank under his weight. A
light showed the tents, and he walked until he found
Maria's,
He opened the flap and warmth and a homey brightness
assailed him. An oilburner gave off heat. Matti~ was
kneeling on the ground before an open Bible, moaning out
a mumbled prayer. Wrapped in a quilt, sat Maria, eyeing
Mattie in bemused wonder. She motioned the Monk to sit
an d for silence . There was a slowness in the air. Everything
was timed by Mattie's age-old rit u al to God. The heat made
him dizzy, and h e saw every thing fuse d by a golden glow.
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Mattie lifted her arms in a final Thanks before sinking to
the earth, and Maria smiled sweetly before nodding to
sleep. The Monk rose unsteadily to his feet shaking his head
as if to clear his eyes. He looked at Maria one last time to
see if the vision were true then left.
Next morning, John Gress had disappeared and the Kelp
was again after him about his share of the profits. The
Monk refused.
"Monk, just because you've been with that girl doesn't
mean the rest of us haven't problems."
"Just stay low; Gress hasn't a thing on you."
"No, Monk. You can keep cool. The reason Gress
doesn't take after you is he works on me."
"He finds time for me too, but what did he do?"
"Nothing much, but 1 can't take it. Give me my money
and I'll go."
"I haven't any."
"You can get it. l'm going and if I don't receive what's
mine ... I tell you, I may just go to the cop."
"And get arrested."
"It's you he wants," said the Kelp.
'Okay. I need time."
"Tonight," said the Kelp.
"Alright, but midnight. Now get out. I don't want to see
or hear of you unless I have to." The Monk turned to see
Maria and at first feared she had overheard the exchange.
"I guess if you live long enough you reencounter
everyone at least once. Don't go; stay and talk with me,"
said Maria.
"Where is your Bible-helter?"
"I left her with a new convert."
"Beware, Maria, you may find a new hand in the
collection plate."
"Cruel. You needn't judge me. I figure we 're both of the
same coin."
"Meaning?" asked the Monk.
"The gold plating and its counterfeit. You 're going? Sick
of me and so soon." She gave a mock sigh.
"How can I tire of one who can please but never
satisfies?"
"Go on then, but I'll be seeing you," she called after

him.
By forceful persuasion, the Monk collected the money.
At midnight, he went to meet the Kelp. The river, swollen
with the rains, had crept over the bank surrounding
bare-branched trees. Finally the Kelp came splashing
through the mud.
"Monk, where are you?"
"Here." The Monk was on a high jagged rock not
flooded by the river.
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"Monk, I thought I'd never make it," said the Kelp as he
slipped in to the water.
"But you did-come up here-there's no water."
"Okay, just let me get the guk kicked off. Have you the
money?" The Monk spread out a packet of bills fan wise but
held them out of reach at the Kelp's eager grab.
"You want it, you can have it," said the Monk with
quiet expanse. He threw the bills into the air and they
fluttered into the water. The Kelp jumped after them,
thrashing through the paper swamp scooping up the money.
Another packet dropped a foot away. "You bastard,"
said the Kelp, but he bent frog-wise to pick it up. Then the
very insects seemed in a conspiracy of silence. Fear froze
the Kelp and blent him with the water. "Monk," he called.
"Monk, where are you?"
The answer came with a big rock that crumpled his
body. A blow on the head, and he knew no more. The
Monk was upon him and held him under the water. An
eternity passed, and the air stirred normally.
The Monk took back the money and cast the Kelp into
deeper water. He dragged himself out, and a sudden noise
plunged him into a panic. Overtaking it, he found himself
latching onto the girl, Maria. She turned wordless, but
defiant. He met her stare with his dark-visaged eyes, "I'll
speak plainly. You have two choices. Either you come with
me and disappear into the outside world or the river ...."
They found the Kelp's body the next morning. Not
much was done; the local coroner took the body; the
sheriff asked questions. Only after John Gress returned
from an unknown location was any action taken. Too
late-the Monk was gone. Gress lashed out his frustration
on the sheriff, then made ready to follow. Mattie Vere later
reported her friend Maria was missing.
The logical connection undeduced by the naive Mattie
was made, and the new nation buzzed with the disappear
ances. Finally it was decided that the Monk, true to his
looks, had raped Maria and thrown her body into the river.
Then after reflection-on the contrary-Maria must have
proved too much for the Monk.
But the pair did make it to San Francisco where the
appearance of Gress soon separated them - the Monk
finding it necessary to skip the country. Maria remained
with a feeling ofloss not al together due to losing her source
of supply.
She tried Welfare. She tried Methadone. Meeting again
with Mattie, she tried Jesus. A year later it was rumored the
Monk was smuggling in the Near East. She stole the
collection box and ran off into a general direction.
John Gress swears he saw her once in Istanbul. Whether
she found the Monk is doubtful. After all, he never did.

Prat
sometimes I hear saturdays
that rang when I was small
(do you know, back
then, I had so much
room in my unclogged
brain, I read
books at the same
time I watched TV.)
the Sky King flies by
and Nancy Drew leaps over puddles
gracefully
(chuckling)
and passes her father, the lawyer,
the jam
and tells him she's taking the roadster to
Haiti for the week-end
where Ned has a
football
game.
and the Sky King flies away.

Susan
Scibetta
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Lo rem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing elit, scld diam nbnnumy Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscin
eiusmod tempor incidunt utlaboreetdolore magnaaliquamerat volupat. Uteiusmod tempor incidunt utlabore etdoloremagn;
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamcorper suscipit labenim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitatior
oris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum irureoris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. I
dolor in reprehendert in voluptate velit esse molestaie consequat, vel illumdolor in reprehendert in voluptate velit esse mole
dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At vero eos et accusam et iusto odio blanditdolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At vero eos et acc1
praesent luptatum delenit aigue duos dolor et molestias exceptur sint dupicpraesent luptatum delenit aigue duos dolor et mo
non provident, simil tempor sunt in culpa qui deserunt mollit anim id estnon provident, simil tempor sunt in culpa quid(
laborum et dolor fuga. Et harumd dereund facilis est er expedit distinct. Nam )a borum et dolor fuga. Et harumd dereund facilis e
liber tempor cum nobis eligend optio comgue nihil imped it doming id quod liber tempor cum no bis eligend optio comgue nihi
maxim pJaceat facer possim omnis voluptas assumenda est, omnis dolormaxim placeat facer passim omnis voluptas ass
repellend. Temporibud autem quinusd at aur office debit aut tum rerumrepellend. Temporibud autem quinusd at aur of
necessit atib saepe eveniet ut er repudiand sint et molestia non recus. Itaquenecessit atib saepe eveniet ut er repudiand sint et r
earud reruam hist entaury sapiente delecatus auaut prefear enrdis doloribrearud reruam hist entaury sapiente delecatus aua
asperiore repellat. Hane ego cum tene sententiam, quid es·t cur verear ne adasperiore repellat. Hane ego cum tene sententiam
earn non possing accommodare no t ros quos tu paulo ante cum memorieeam non passing accommodare nost ros quos tu
tum etia ergat. Nos amice et nebevol, olestias access potest fier ad augendas tum etia ergat. Nos amice et nebevol, olestias ace(
cum con cient to factor tum poen legum odioque cividua. Et tamen in busacum conscient to factor tum poen legum odioque
neque pecun modut e t neq ue no nor imper ned Ii biding gen epular religuard neque pecun modut est neque no nor imper ned lib
cupiditat, quas nulla praid om umdant. Improb pary minuit, potius flam utcupiditat, quas nulla praid om umdant. Improb p
coercend magist and et dodecendesse videantur. Invitat igitur vera ratio adcoercend magist and et dodecendesse videantur. J
bene sanos ad iustitiam, aequitated fidem. Neque hominy infant aut inuistebene sanos ad iustitiam, aequitated fidem. Neque
fact est cond qui neg facile efficerd possit duo conetud notiner si effecerit, etfact est cond qui neg facile efficerd possit duo con,
opes vel fortunag vel ingen liberalitat magis conveniun~, da but tuntung etopes vel fortunag vel ingen liberalitat magis com
benevolent sib conciliant et, aptissim est ad quiet. Endium caritat praesertbenevolent sib conciliant et, aptissim est ad quie1
cum omning null sit cuas peccand quaert en imigent cupidat a natura facilecum omning null sit cuas peccand quaert en imig1
explent sine julla inaura autend inane sunt is parend non est nihil enim adexplent sine julla inaura autend inane sunt is par
desiderabile. Concupis plusque in insupinaria detriment est quam in his etdesiderabile. Concupis plusque in insupinaria de1
rebus emolument oariunt iniur. Haque ne iustitial dem rect quis diier per serebus emolument oariunt iniur. Haque ne iustitial
ipsad optabil, sed quiran cunditat vel pluify. Nam dilig et carum esse est inipsad optabil, sed quiran cunditat vel pluify. Nan
propter and tuitior vitam et luptat pleniore efficit. Tia non ob ea solu quaepropter and tuitior vitam et luptat pleniore efficit
egenium improb fugiendad improbitate putamuy sed mult etiam mag quodegenium improb fugiendad improbitate putamuy
cuis. Guaea derata micospe rtiuneren guarent esse per sesars tam exptenducuis. Guaea derata micospe rtiuneren guarent ess
quam nostros expetere quo loco visetur qui busing stabilit amicitaie acillardquam nostros expetere quo loco visetur quibusing
tuent tamet eum locum segue facil, ut mihi detur expedium. It enim vitutestuent tamet eum locum seque facil, ut mihi detur
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing elit, sed diam nonnumyLorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscir
eiusmod tempor incidunt ut la bore et do lore magna aliquam erat volupat. Uteiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore magn
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamcorper suscipit labenim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitatior
oris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum irureoris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. I
dolor in reprehendert in voluptate velit esse molestaie consequat, vel illumdolor in reprehendert in voluptate velit esse mole
dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At vero eos et accusam et iusto odio blanditdolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At vero eos et acc1
praesent luptatum delenit aigue duos dolor et molestias exceptur sint dupicpraesent luptatum delenit aigue duos dolor et mo
non provident, simil tempor sunt in culpa qui deserunt mollit anim id estnon provident, simil tempor sunt in culpa qui de
laborum et dolor fuga. Et harumd dereund facilis est er expedit distinct. Namlaborum et dolor fuga. Et harumd dereund facilis e
liber tempor cum nobis eligend optio comgue nihil impedit doming id quodliber tempor cum no bis eligend optio comgue nih1
maxim placeat facer passim omnis voluptas assumenda est, omnis dolormaxim placeat facer passim omnis voluptas ass
repellend. Temporibud autem quinusd at aur office debit aut tum rerumrepellend. Temporibud autem quinusd at aur 01
necessit atib saepe eveniet ut er repudiand sint et molestia non recus. Itaquenecessit atib saepe eveniet ut er repudiand sint et r
earud reruam hist entaury sapiente delecatus auaut prefear enrdis doloribrearud reruam hist entaury sapiente delecatus aua
asperiore repellat. Hane ego cum tene sententiam, quid est cur verear ne ad asperiore repellat. Hane ego cum tene sententiam
earn non passing accommodare nost ros quos tu paulo ante cum memorieeam non possing accommodare nost ros quos tu
tum etia ergat. Nos amice et nebevol, olestias access potest fier ad augendas tum etia ergat. Nos amice et nebevol, olestias acci
cum conscient to factor tum poen legum odioque cividua. Et tamen in busacum conscient to factor tum poen legurn odioque
neque pecun modut est neque no nor imper ned libiding gen epular religuardneque pecun modut est neque nonor imper ned lit
cupiditat, quas nulla praid om umdant. Improb pary minuit, potius flam utcupiditat, quas nulla praid om umdant. Improb f
coercend magist and et dodecendesse videantur. lnvitat igitur vera ratio adcoercend magist and et dodecendesse videantur . .
bene sanos ad iustitiam, aequitated fidem. Neque hominy infant aut inuistebene sanos ad iustitiam, aequitated fidem. Neque
fact est cond qui neg facile efficerd possit duo conetud notiner si effecerit, etfact est cond qui neg facile efficerd possit duo con
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I remember when I shot you

at the grocery store
a banana-shaped smile on your face
head thumping on the floor
like a ripe melon
blood spurting from your fresh-killed breast
all over the hothouse tomatoes.
I watched you
dying
on the lunchmeat counter
and placed the gun
back on the shelf
it just wasn't the right size.

Bruce Pilgrim
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Morning liquid light fluttered and frapped my head like
the washer on the spin cycle. I went through the wash with
the clothes. They came out clean. I went down the drain
with the dirt. Through the length of the plastic pipe I heard
Beccy bang on the washer for the orange-red acrylic mouse
she called Kitty. She crawled across the trailer floor.
Probably naked, because I didn't hear her shoes cuffle on
the carpet.
I remembered what Judy said. I remembered that Daddy
left. [ remembered he beat up Mom. l remembered he left
Judy and I naked on the living room floor. I remembered
he killed himself. I remembered Judy and I were too little
to find the key to let Mom out.
"Honey? Honey? Your keys are on the counter in the
kitchen. Beccy's bawling. I've gotta go or I'll never make it
to the Loop in time."
I awoke. Lips wet. Eyes moist. Beccy was quiet as I
rolled over into the few ravaged ribbons of sun that tied up
the drapes. The mouse! My God, Kitty mouse. I left him in
the washer three days ago. He's probably mildewed dead by
now.
I opened the lid of the washer. Kitty mouse smelled like
my nephew's blanket when Judy had forgotten to take it
out of the wash. The phone rang.
"Hullo?"
"Hi. You just get up, Judy?"
"Yeah."
"Me too. Whacha doin' today?"
"Laundry. Mounds and mountains of it. Well, just called
to find out what was goin' on."
"Nothing!"
"Okay. Well, see ya later."
"Yeah. Bye."
I clunked the phone down.
Judy was such a dummy for having gotten married out
of high school. At least I went to college for a couple of
years. I'd been thinking about going back to school because
I desperately wanted to. Besides, Buzzy said I could, so
long as I didn't cost him any money. Would have to do it
on loans. I picked up the phone again, dialed 7 550.
"Judy? Cherry. Mind if I drop Beccy by for a couple of
hours. I'm going down to the university to see Carlos
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Mannoia about getting back into premed. No, I won't take
the car in. I'll park it. If I leave soon I can get the last
commuter train the sales people take in. If Mom can get her
master's degree, I can get my degree, too."
I closed the lid on the washer. Judy didn't approve of
my desire to finish my education. So what if Mom did she
said. She had to. True. But what if something happened to
Buzzy. Then I'd have to take care of Beccy.
Beccy wa bawling again. Probably filled her pants. I
hated to change diapers, especially if it was poop. I gagged
every time. It was poop and [ did gag. Beccy was a stinky
mess so I threw her in the tub with her Tupperware ball.
Dried off and dressed she smelled better. We both had some
instant grits. I mixed Beccy's with some wheat germ. Buzzy
was such a nutrition nut. He worshipped Adelle Davis. I
thought she was a nutty old lady who popped vitamins and
ate wild honey and locusts like John the Baptist.
I washed the grits off Beccy. She whined about being
put in her playpen, then more so because she finally
noticed that Kitty mouse was gone. She screamed all my
way back to the bedroom to put on some clothes.
The taupe hose were runned in the toe, so I settled for
the beige. The navy polyester pant set was the only one
clean. I simply had to do a couple of loads of clothes before
Buzzy got home so it would look like I'd done something
today. If Buzzy knew I'd gone down to the campus to see
Carlos Mannoia, he'd bite my head off. Sometimes I
wondered why I'd ever married Buzzy. He was a good
father type, though nothing extraordinary like Carlos. I just
knew somehow that I could live with him and not compete
with him. So what Buzzy said if I was a little smarter than
him and knew what I wanted to do. He said he needed me
and so I hung on.
Buzzy just didn't understand how it had been between
Carlos and I when we were going together. It wasn't always
booze and broads for Carlos like Buzzy thought. Carlos had
gone on to Harvard Med School and come back to the
university to be dean of the med school. It was unusual that
Carlos had even looked at me. What a Brazilian romantic!
He was ambiguously suave and incongruously charming.
Yet somehow it had never fit together for us. It had been
like one of Beccy's scribble drawings of Kitty mouse. Carlos

and I were too much alike. We had parted friends, but
Buzzy never had liked him.
I parked the car at the Matteson station. There weren't
many others waiting on the platform. We boarded the
commuter train and headed in toward the Loop. I thought
about Carlos again. One Christmas vacation we went to
Marshall Field's and had dinner in the Walnut Room by the
four-story tree. He laughed at a pair of solid silver horses on
the mezzanine for $2000.00. I like the lace gloves and
imported carves. Buzzy never did understand about gloves
and scarves. He didn't make enough money to buy me
bluejeans.
Carlos also got a kick out of walking down Michigan
Avenue from the Big Four station to the Art Institute. The
gifling blasts of wind off the Lake always cut into my legs.
There was usually a couple sitting on the benches in Grant
Park at 5 below or 9 5 above. Buzzy never sat on the
benches with me anymore. Once Carlos and I went up to
the Top of the Rock to watch the sun set from forty
stories, Buzzy wouldn't even pay fifty cents to get up on
the observation deck. I remembered a jet from O'Hare that
flew across the scene before a cloud bewitched it away into
darkness.
The train made several stops at other suburban stations.
When we began to pass some crummy unpainted tenements
I knew we were getting closer in. Someone's laundry
blustered about on a back porch. I heard a rotund
sales-type man in a brown suit with a hot pink tie remark to
a woman across the aisle that wasn't it strange the earlier
outgoing commuter train hadn't passed by this morning. It
made the woman uneasy. Soon her discomfort diffused to
others who got on at the last station. I began to feel queer.
Since there was only one track and if the trains went in and
turned around and the other train was late wouldn't
we? ... Then there were horns and the whoosh of air
brakes. I remembered laundry, Beccy, laundry, Buzzy was
at work, Mom, keys, diapers, Judy, 0 God, Judy! Daddy,
college, Daddy, 0 God my degree, dreams, diapers, 0 God!
Kitty mouse. The hose. The pant set. It would be ruined.
Buzzy, not enough money. Buzzy, Beccy, 0 God! My
dearest darling baby. Carlos. And lights, a poem about little
lights, dim lights, bright lights, and O God, oncoming trains.
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NO MICHIGAN
FORECASTS
The dry leaf
crackle bite
cut cold

fall
never ank its fang
into my
meaty summer ass
this year.
No needle nose
sliver splitting
ice splintered wind
pierced my ears
howling
the winter warning.
I was unprepared
for the New York Bay breezes,
water gravid
and sickle-celled
growing heavy
making my bones damp
and ponderous
in this East Coast Autumn.
Husband, take me back
to the Michigan bred
Indian fall.
Give me back
my leaf light
body .

SUSAN A. BOESCH
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"The court will allow the prosecuting attorney to read
selected passages from the defendant's journal. Does the
attorney for the defense have any objections?"
The young attorney glanced sideways toward his client,
Dr. Julian Price. The small, thin dentist showed no trace of
emotion at the thought of his innermost ideas being read
aloud to the world.
"No, your honor. My client has no objections." The
young man looked directly at the judge and saw the grim
set of his jaw.
"Very well. Since your client has already pleaded guilty,
yet refuses to answer the court's questions, we must enter
and use as evidence the daily journal Dr. Price kept in order
to reconstruct the events that led up to the commission of
his crime." The judge turned toward the prosecuting
attorney. "Mr. Emery, the court will allow you to read the
first entry aloud to all those present in this room."
The light from the overcast morning sky glared in to the
old courtroom. Just for a moment the sun shone through
the cloud cover, and the light that fell through the
multi-paned window fell directly onto Dr. Price. He sat
there, quietly, with the shadows of the small frames of
window pane casting dark, vertical lines on him as though
he were already behind bars.
Emery cleared his voice and began to read: "July 13,
1970. The funeral is over now, and Laura's body is at rest. I
have some small comfort in knowing she will never be any
farther from me than that spot where she lies.John, you
bastard, you will pay for my loss. But not quickly, I have
infinite patience. You sensed I loved her. She sensed it, too.
I know she did, Yet, none of us voiced the fact. But I could
tell by her glances she knew. 1 sat in your den with you,
every Wednesday evening, year after year, playing that
damnable chess game just for a glimpse of her, now and
then. I would have been a stronger, more loving husband
than you. And you, you killed her. She died giving birth to
your still-born child. You'll pay, John, but not just yet."
Emery glanced up at the judge. "That is the end of the
first entry, your honor. With the court's permission I
should now like to read the entry of February 7 of the
following year."
"Proceed," the judge said.
Emery nodded, dabbed at his forehead with a white,
neatly-pressed handkerchief, and began to read: "February
7, 1971. We just finished our Wednesday night game, John.
I let you win tonight. You pompous bastard! I watched
your eyes light up each time you thought you had me at a
disadvantage. And it wasn't the reflections of flame from
the fireplace that I saw in your eyes. Ah, you recover from
her death quickly, my friend. You didn't notice the faint
echoes of Laura's rustling skirts, did you? I can hear her
bell-like voice chiding you for being squeamish about all
dentists, for not letting me examine your teeth, and for
being so stubborn. It was more than mere stubbornness,
John. You are a coward as well as a fool. I would have
checked your teeth, retired or not, but for her, John-for
her peace of mind. I have time to repay you for all of this.
All I have is time, John."
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Another glance at the judge's growing look of disgust
showed Emery he had no need to ask to read the next
pertinent en try. Emery cleared his throat, "July 3, 1971.
The wheels have started their motion, John. You have a bad
toothache starting? A shame! We'll see how long you
remain a coward, my friend. Soon the pain will make a
different kind of coward of you. I can wait for the
transition, John. Take as long as you need."
The jurors were staring at the dentist now, and they
carefully avoided each other's eyes. Emery looked up at the
judge who anticipated the question and ordered Emery to
proceed,
"July 10, 1971. A hot night for chess, wasn't it, John?
The usual silence between us prevailed except for the loud
sound of the crickets. You played very badly, my friend. I
could tell what was going through your mind each bad
move you made. The crickets' sound became louder and
louder, and as if that weren't enough to annoy you, the
pain in your jaw was apparent from the muscular twitchings
in your cheeks as you clenched your teeth together. I can
tell you're just about at the end of your endurance, John.
You stubborn ass!"
Emery automatically turned the page and began to read
the next entry. A hush hung heavily over the courtroom-a
stillness so great Emery could hear the sound of his own
blood coursing through the arteries in his head. The air,
too, was stuffy, almost stifling, but a glance at the
defendant showed him to be calm and still apparently
unconcerned. Emery began: "July 13, 1971. John, you
couldn't have been more predictable. How perfect you
were, beating at the door at seven this morning, begging me
for relief from the pain. You followed me up the stairs
(you'd never been upstairs in my house, had you?) to the
third floor and looked quite surprised when I led you into
the room that only contained the dental chair and a rinse
fountain. You didn't relax as I told you to. You winced
when I shot the needles into your gums. But you kept your
mouth opened wide as I instructed you. Then, I saw the
look of surprise register in your eyes when I gave you the
other shot in your arm, snapped the clamps over your
wrists, and propped your mouth open with the tongue
depressor, You pleased me so, John. I would have given the
world to know your thoughts as you heard me leave and
shut the door behind me. Yes, your thoughts, knowing you
were completely paralyzed, hearing the door to the room in
which you sat being locked, and again listening to the water
in the bowl next to you stop running. Could you hear my
laughter echoing through the house? And when night fell,
did the sound of the crickets annoy you? Or had you
drowned in your own juices by then? I can almost feel your
panic being paralyzed every place except your mind."
Emery's voice was hoarse now and faltering as he read
the next entry. "July 13, 1971. Dear John! I wonder if
you're still alive. I moved out of the big house and into the
gatehouse, As isolated as we are, no one could ever hear
your cries for help when the shots finally wore off. I know
I didn't hear them .. Did you hear the crickets last night?
They were louder, much louder than usual." Emery

The
Doomsday
Cricket
Marilyn
Rowand

stopped reading and addressed the judge. "Your honor,
since it will serve no special purpose to read the day-by-day
musings of the defendant, with your permission I'll skip
through to the last entry."
The judge agreed. He had had to call a recess already due
to the nausea experienced by one of the jurists. The judge
looked at Dr. Price. He still sat quietly, without any trace
of emotion. He suddenly folded his hands together,
steeple-fashion, and stared at the ceiling.
Emery continued to read: "July 12, 1972. Tomorrow
will be the second anniversary of Laura's funeral, and the
first anniversary of the day I locked the third floor door
behind me. I like to think of you still alive, John, in the
same pose in which I left you. In fact, I savor that unlikely
thought every day. You killed the only thing I ever loved,
and when she died, I died. No one can hurt me now- no
matter how hard they try.''
Emery turned the page, and said, "I shall now read the
last entry in the journal, your honor, which will sum up the
prosecution's case against the defendant."
The judge nodded his approval.
Emery began, "July 13, 1972. This will most likely
be my last entry in this journal. My revenge, being
complete, I do not fear the act I must now perform. In a
few minutes I must accompany two county building
inspectors on a complete tour of the main house."
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A whiskey rhythm flute,
sterling quality.
Cool night hot notes,
Hot night blue tunes,
reedy tongue taps,
summer was a silver flute.
I don't want to be the listener
or the dancer dangling from a rubber band,
each bounce a note slice.
I don't want to be the rain, your rival
as you play and descend. Stop. Enter and descend.

I don't want to hear your high notes
that ache for more. And stop. De ccnd.
Play and you're the exhibition!
I don't want to be the fingers, or
the air that blows in and out.
I don't want to watch and listen.
I want to BE you.

molly

bordonaro
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There's Nobody Watching
"They're watching you, you ay."
"Every second, Doctor!"
"And you don't know who they are, you say."
"Facelc sand invisible to a man."
"Man?" A pair of eyebrows uddenly raised.
"Or ... a-a woman ..."
"Hm." Dr. Praetorius leaned back in his swiveller,
crossed his legs, and steepled his hairy fingers. His huge
forehead creased in concentration and made the tiny plot
of dark hair atop his scalp stand out of place. His eyes went
waxy for a few brief seconds.
"Hm," he said again. He was thinking.
"What is it, Doctor?"
"Well, I just ... hm."
Lenny Benny almost yawned, but didn't, He trapped the
yawn with his cheeks and swallowed it. That's how he did
everything he almost did. He felt the leather couch with the
backs of his hands.
"Doctor," said Lenny Benny, "getting back-"
"Getting on!" corrected Dr. Praetorius.
"Whatever or whichever," said Lenny, staring at the
fluorescent light above him. When he saw his quivering chin
reflected in the stainless steel brightness, he quickly turned
his face away to the wall. He saw his chin there, too. If I
stare at that light for a long enough time, he thought, I'll go
blind. So he stared at the light again.
"Getting hack," said the doctor, "to your problem."
"Quietly, Doctor. They're watching and listening to

every word."
"Who i , Mr. Benny? Who is 'they'?"
"No, not who is they. It's who arc they, who arc you,
who am I, you see?"
"Mr. Benny, please! I'm supposed to be asking the
questions here."
"I'm sorry." A small tear escaped Lenny Benny's right
eye. The doctor lit a cigarette thoughtfully.
"Well," said the doctor.
"Well," said Lenny.
"Well," said somebody.
The doctor cleared his throat.
Lenny stared at the fluorescent light.
"Suppose," said Dr. Praetorius, "we start at the beginning?"
"We could start at the beginning!"
"Fine, then. How was your childhood?"
"Adolescence or infancy?"
"Wherever you wish to start, Mr. Benny. Feel free."
Lenny looked at his hands. They were brown and long
and smooth, but the fingers weren't quite where they were
supposed to be.
"My mother never liked my fingers," said Lenny.
"They're not where they're supposed to be."
The doctor looked up. "But your hands are perfectly
formed. l don't understand."
"Yes, I know." He paused. "My father never liked them
either. They gawk at them all the time. They stare at me."

"Your mother and father?"
"Of course not."
"They?"
Lenny narrowed his eyes. He put a crooked-straight
finger to his lips. "Please, Doctor, they're always watching
and listening. They're always waiting for the chance to get
me. Me! you see. Please don't give me away."
"No, no, never. I wouldn't do anything of the sort, Mr.
Benny."
"Call me Lenny."
"All right, Lenny. Now, then-"
"My name is Lenny Benny, and how can we communi
cate without knowing each other's name?"
"I'm Dr. Praetorius, Lenny."
"Yes, I know. I know something else, too, but I've
forgotten. Can you help me remember?"
"About them?"
"My mother and father? They hate my fingers and toes
because they're not where they're supposed to be. They
also hate me because I still haven't setted down and married
a nice Jewish girl. Even though we're not Jewish. Women
really scare me, Doctor. I want them so much that I want
to run the other way. Is that normal? I don't think it is. A
warm hand would cure me faster than any hot mustard
compress, don't you think? I mean ... I ..."
Lenny suddenly wondered whether it was spring or
autumn outside. Each year it became harder and harder to
tell them apart. One was new leaves and innocence, and the

other was ... It didn't make sense.
"Go on," said the doctor. "You were saying."
"Was I? I ... " He began to see brown spots in place of
his quivering chin as he gazed into the fluorescent light.
Brown would soon tum to white, and white would turn to
black, and then he would be blind.
"Why do they want to kill you?" asked the doctor.
A pause. "I guess because I want them to."
"You want them to?"
"Want who to?" Lenny Benny stared confused at the
fluorescent light.
"They, Lenny, the ones who keep watching you . Don't
you remember?"
"There's nobody watching, Doctor." He stood up from
the couch, and smiled at the doctor through the corner of
his mouth. He shook the doctor's hand limply.
"Thank you, Doctor, thank you so much. I feel better
now. Yes, better."
Dr. Praetorius saw him to the door of the office and
spoke a final farewell. Lenny then walked swiftly down the
hall to the nearest window, and, in an explosion of safety
glass, hurled himself outward into space. Dr. Praetorius
counted the seconds silently until impact.
Presently satisfied, he closed the door and lay down on
the warm couch.
"Somebody's watching me," he said to no one in the
room.

Stephen Woodward
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The Morning After
Allen Gray lay in bed trying to wish away the morning.
Greg and Wiener were leaving the apartment. That must
have awakened him. Somehow, someone had cheated him
out of two or three hours while he slept. The pillow was in
the wrong place. His scalp had shrunk several sizes. His right
arm was resting against what must be another body.
Courageously he raised himself and tried to make out the
face. The muscles in Allen's chest and stomach tightened
and quivered him awake, It was Kathy. He slid his legs out
from under the sheet and sat up on the edge of the bed.
Harsh sunlight slanted between the curtains and onto two
pairs of jeans which lay tangled on the bedroom floor.
"Oh, shit," he groaned.
Kathy lay with her mouth slightly open, her hair down
over her face. Thank God she was still asleep. He couldn't
face her here, in the morning, sober. Allen stood up stiffly,
collected his jeans and underwear, and walked into the
bathroom. He turned the knob to keep the latch from
clicking and silently pushed the door shut behind him.
"Shitfire," he told the mirror. "Why do things like this
have to happen to you, Gray?"
Cold water splashed in the vicinity of his face as he tried
to reconstruct the events of the preceding evening. He'd
had a sixpack before he went down to the Jiggalo. Flaming
Dog was there, and he'd started to boogie with some art
major. She was a little hoggy, but she sure could dance.
Then-it must have been his states and capitals routine.
Yeah, that was it. He was still in the New England states
when he saw Kathy and her roommate alone in a booth. He
remembered wanting to go over and say hi, and knowing he
shouldn't. That had happened two or three times since he
broke up with Kathy, but this was the first time he'd found
himself in bed with her the next morning. He couldn't

remember what had happened to the art major. But he
remembered standing on some comer with his arm around
Kathy, looking for a New Jersey license plate. He wasn't
going home until they saw a New Jersey license plate.
Kathy was a good woman, and he knew she wanted to see a
New Jersey license plate, too.
That wasn't the way things were supposed to work. You
were supposed to forget things when you got drunk.
Normally he was almost glad it was over between Kathy
and himself. It had been like magic at first. But then it was
like a habit, or something. Things had just turned messy.
But every time he got drunk he went looking for Kathy
again.
He finished dressing in a hurry, hoping to get out of the
apartment before she woke up. He didn't feel much like
eating, but he'd go out and get breakfast and give her a
chance to leave while he was gone. It would be less
embarrassing for both of them that way. He opened his
bedroom door and slammed it hard enough to wake her,
then walked down the stairs and out of the apartment.
When Allen got back, the stereo was on, and Greg was in
the living room looking through the mail.
"Al, where you been? You go out and take an eat?"
"I think," said Allen. "I don't remember things too well
these days." He hoped Kathy had had a chance to leave
before Greg got back.
"You brought home some business last night, didn't·
you?" Greg asked.
Allen walked across the room and adjusted the bass
control on the stereo.
"I have no comment to make on that at this point in
time," he said, looking out the window. "I'll be holding a
press conference later this afternoon. Right now I gotta get

myself over to the library."
He hurried into the bedroom. Kathy was sitting on the
edge of the bed. He closed the door behind him, shutting
off his only path of escape.
"Morning! Morning!" he said. "Nice day out there."
"Good morning," she said.
She kept staring at his face. She wouldn't look away. He
started to say something, but nothing was there.
"I got thirty-seven hours of work to do at the library
today," he managed to say as he walked toward the table
that held his books.
"Do you want me to leave?" she asked.
Why did she have to say that? "No, I don't care. I mean
stay around as long as you want. I gotta get to the library,
though."
He picked up his books and stood hating himself and the
silence.
"You said you'd go home with me if I didn't go home
with you," she said.
Allen let out the breath he'd been holding. "I don't
remember what I said last night, Kath. I'm sorry. I mean for
whatever I might have - well, I'm just sorry, if that's worth
anything."
"You said you without me was like the Bible without
Jesus," she almost started to smile.
"I was drunk," he said.
"So was I." Her face began to wrinkle up in the way that
used to make him laugh and she started to cry.
What a mess! Why couldn't she have left while he was
out? "I'm sorry, Kath. Don't start doing that." All this
could have been avoided. "I'm sorry. I '11 talk if you want
to."
She didn't move. Allen carried his books into the living

room and closed the door behind him.
"You gonna be through with that library business in
time to play a little basketball this afternoon?" asked Greg.
"Nice day to go one on one."
Maybe he'd been cruel to Kathy, but what else could he
have said? "I doubt it," he answered. "I gotta revise the
Encyclopaedia Britannica this afternoon."
"Oh yeah? Well, leave out William Henry Harrison this
time, would you," suggested Greg. "That sonovabich gets
too much publicity. Bad influence on our children."
If Greg would leave, Kathy could get out of the
apartment. "We're gonna get rid of a lotta guys like that,"
said Allen. "Warfare and bloodshed's out of style this
year."
Greg began playing an imaginary guitar, writhing in time
to the music on the stereo. He looked at Allen, inviting him
to join the group.
"Hey, how'd you like to go out to the mall with me,"
Allen said. "I gotta get something."
The bedroom door opened, and Kathy walked out.
"Well hi, -" Greg began, but stopped when he saw she'd
been crying.
No one spoke as she walked down the stairs and out of
the apartment.
"Yeah, I could go to the mall," said Greg. "Gi'me a
couple minutes to get ready." He went into the bathroom.
"Shit," muttered Allen, pounding his right fist into his
left palm. "Why'd she have to do that?"
"Kathy pretty shook this morning, was she?" called
Greg over the sound of running water.
"Well, these things happen," said Allen . Get something
from the mall. That had taken a lot of imagination. All he
really wanted to get was drunk.

Dave Gordon
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e re Looking
1

for people
who like
to kill."
If you're like most people, you probably have a secret
desire to murder somebody once in awhile, but never
thought you had what it takes. Thousands of people like
you are frittering their lives away when there is a real killing
to be made in an exciting job in business or industry, not to
mention a career opportunity in government. Recognizing
the nation-wide shortage of murderers, the Famous Murder
ers School was formed to encourage and develop the killers
of the future. For only a small monthly fee, we can provide.
you with the tools you need to join the hundreds of
professional soldiers, hit men and political pranksters who
have graduated from our school. With our help, you can
really knock them dead.
Course titles include: "An Introduction to Death,"
"Toxic Chemistry," "Advanced Assassin Seminar," and
"Murderology." Each month, a convicted killer will grade
your performance and make constructive comments based
on his vast experience to help you along the road to fame
and riches!
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Sample Questions From The Deadly Talent Test:
1. My favorite book title is: (circle one)
A. Jonathan Livingston Seagull

B. Where Eagles Dare
C. The Flight of the Phoenix
D. To Kill a Mockingbird
2. My favorite Sports Legend is: (circle one)
A. The Four Horsemen
B. The Immortal Bambino
C. The Gipper
D. Murderers' Row
3. My favorite saying is: (circle one)
A. I'd rather be dead than red.
B. Chivalry is dead.
C. God is dead.
D. This'll kill you.
And many more easy questions cleverly designed to help
.determine your MQ (Murder Quotient).

Our noted faculty includes:
Bruce Pilgrim, murderer/songwriter, author of such
immortal tunes as "Rock Around the Corpse," "Doom
River," "I Want to Hold your Body," and "The Shadow of
your Spleen."
Andrea Dwyer, poet/axe-murderperson, noted authority
on dismembership, and president of the American Bludgeon
Society.
Dan Patterson, assassin/painter, whose works include
"The Moaning Lisa," "Whistler's Mother's Remains," and
"Corpse Descending A Staircase."
Molly Bordonaro, psychologist/poisoner, author of The
Maim Game, On Becoming a Psychopath, and l 'm OK,

You 're Dead.

Some testimonials from only a few of our many satisfied
graduates:
"Thanks a million, guys. At first we were nervous when
we went to the party, but by remembering your advice, we
ceally slayed 'em." (C. Manson, California)
"Before taking your course, I was a killjoy. Now I've not
only killed joy, but hope, prosperity, and several million
gooks as well!" (R. Nixon, Washington, D.C.)
"You fellas really gave me a shot in the arm. I've since
given many others shots in the head, and all by only
following your orders." (W. Calley, Texas)

I
I

Yes! I've always wanted to know if I could ever b ~ a
potential killer. I am enclosing a check for $100.00; rush me
my first lesson at no obligation. If you don't, I'll come
looking for you.
Name
Street
City/State
Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Famous Murderer's School, Inc.
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C.
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At Nauset Beach
Mark illis

In the haz ~ at Nau et Beach
summer people caress
one moment, the ht.s t day

''All Part of the Act"
by Bruce Pilgrim

1t was a cold, drizzly October Monday. A runny nose
kind of day, following the last shudder of summer. I hit the
alarm and gradually figured out that the weather was pretty
bad and, oh yeah, Norman Mailer was coming. Norman
Mailer at Wright State University, what do you know?
Gathering my notebook and cassette recorder, I decided to
"cover the day"-get it all down on paper-real "goddamit"
journalism,
The morning paper failed to mention Mailer's visit. The
vanguard of the 5th Estate must have bypassed Dayton,
Ohio. Perhaps it was just as well. No headlines meant no
obnoxious fans, hero-seekers or hecklers, the myriad
assholes of the twentieth century.
I headed into the dribbling rain. Annoying, useless rain
that instantly seeped into my bone marrow, radiating a
thousand phantom chills. The only defense I knew was an
attack, to cuss it out and bang on the steering wheel until
the heater got going. Why did he have to come on such a
day?
I drove through Dayton, rather automatically, purposely
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recalling Kurt Vonnegut. Before the bombing, he said,
Dresden, Germany looked a lot like Dayton, Ohio. I don't
know. And Norman Mailer has never mentioned it. Dayton,
students, is the national symbol for all that is middle-of
the-road, provincial, hickish, and above all, average. Write
this down, I said into the microphone.
Once parked, I stumbled to the door with all my hands
full. A guy on the inside watched me put down my
briefcase, brace open the door and pick it up again. Thanks
a lot, you son of a bitch, I'll put you in a book someday.
I thumbed through the student paper. "Writer to
Speak." Norman Mailer, so to speak. In person. Live.
Amazing. I remembered that I forgot my father's first
edition of The Naked and the Dead.
In the office I caught myself making another list. It can't
be helped, some things are not good to forget. I cleared off
my desk and put on my reporter's hat. Now where did I put
my press pass?
There were no new magazines in the bookstore. And no
books by Norman Mailer. Amazing. The "Authors on

Campus" shelf had a dozen books by Harrison Salisbury.
Aha. I made a note of that. Salinger, Hesse, Tolkien and
Brautigan cover one rack. Mickey Spillane, Jacqueline
Susann, et al take up another-the kind of books you read
with one hand. But not one by Norman Mailer. The closest
they came was a "Marilyn Monroe Calendar with Com
ments by Norman Mailer." Terrific. Dayton managed to live
up to its reputation.
Then I used the john-without-a-sink. Even the dividers
between the toilets had been stripped away. There were no
graffiti. This won't do, I thought, what if Mailer has to take
a leak? I made a note to call maintenance for some finger
bowls, perhaps a uniformed attendant. (Last year at U.D. a
friend of mine took a piss right next to Norman Mailer. I
wrote that down.)
My first class was "Cult Literature." alingcr, Kerouac,
Heinlein, ad nausearn. ls there a Mailer cult? When was the
last time someone came up to you and said, "Hey, man,
have you read thus-and-so by Norman Mailer? It is so far
out, man. Jt is the answer." The cult, complete with dogma
and priests, has not formed around Mailer because he writes
too well to allow himself to be pinned down. He changes
answers in mid-context, jumps away from commitment at
the last minute, leaving the reader holding the paragraph.
He won't allow you to keep up or get ahead. A. He is a
great writer. B. It is all part of the act. (Choose one.)
I started asking people if they were ready for Norman
Mailer. One said, "I don't know." Another didn't answer. I
stopped asking.
There were some details I had to attend to, (Look busy
and pretend you have lots to do-it's all part of the act,
right?)
I spotted a flyer announcing Mailer's visit. Someone had
penciled in a mustache. But is it art? Someone asked me to
ask Mailer if he wrote Marilyn for the money. I relayed all
this to my tape recorder.
Outside my Spanish class, I tried to recall a few Spanish
verbs. Hablo, hablas, habla. Norman Mailer habla en la
universidad hoy. A guy walked out of a midterm, smiled at
me and said, "Shit." How do you say "shit" in Spanish?
After class I headed for the gym, sidestepping electric
wheelchairs and never missing a puddle. The gym was
enormous, dwarfing itself and the rows of folding chairs in
front of the speaker's platform. I found a front row
bleacher seat and pulled out some clean sheets of paper.
Dan Patterson arrived with his cameras. We were ready to
cover the occasion, the event. Ready to get it all down, on
paper as well as on film.
Dr. Pacernik announced that there would be a question
and answer session after the lecture in rooms 41, 43 and 45,
University Center. Then he introduced Dr. Adams, who
introduced Norman Mailer. She described him as the
"author of twenty books, a frequent target of women's lib
and regarded by many as a national resource. Ladies and
gentlemen, Norman Mailer." (Applause)
The first thing I noticed when he walked to the platform
was that he was nowhere near ten feet tall. No smoke
escaped his nostrils, and he was not chewing on any railroad

spikes. This is when I realized that this was not Norman
Mailer. Why, this was a fifty-year-old man!
"Mailer" began by announcing his empathy with the
Impeach Nixon people who were leafleting outside the
gym. He gave a long title for his speech and proceeded.
"A poem," he quoted Pound, "should be written as well
as good prose."
"A poem is not meter and rhyme, it is a concentration
of language.''
(An Air Force noisemaker roared overhead. "That is a
poem, too," he pointed out. I wrote that down.)
He read poems, by way of demonstrating what is and is
not a poem. I cursed the tape recorder I left behind in the
office. Squirming on the hard wooden bench, I started
doodling in the margins. A few people began to sneak out,
realizing the deception. Dan took a picture. The guy next
to me leaned over and said that this was a technique Mailer
uses - he is boring as hell at the start. When he has gotten rid
of enough people, he starts his real speech. I nodded.
The man at the microphone could sense the mood of the
crowd. He suddenly stopped being pedantic. (He mistook
this place for a university.) Waving a Newsweek ad, he
indicated that a joint call for efficiency by U.S. Steel and
the Steelworkers Union was significant. His image was "the
ball rolling off the table."
He defined evil and wickedness, wickedness being the
more instinctive and dangerous of the two. It is "upping the
ante" without knowing the possible outcome in advance.
He gave examples and moved on.
"The novel is getting harder and harder to write." The
New Journalism, applying novelistic techniques to journal
ism, threatens to supplant the novel. The reason is that it is
so much easier. I agree. It must have been easier to write
Marilyn that it was to write The Naked and the Dead. It
was easy to write what you are now reading. But what
about the novel?
"The notion of character is rolling off the table. How
could I create a character like Spiro Agnew?" (Applause,
'ha-has)
Back to pedantry, he said that the measure of a good
poem is whether or not you keep coming back to it.
"It is difficult to remain a writer when you realize that
your book did not change the world." ("Especially when
your book doesn't sell," said someone behind me.)
And finally the "5th Estate"-a people's intelligence
agency th:i.t would investigate things we need to know. No
one believes the Warren Commission, right? The 5th Estate
would discover the truth. A People's CIA, privately funded.
Members would be in "a dangerous and embattled posi
tion," would be infiltrated by the CIA and FBI. Then
what? Does everyone investigate each other? What differ
ence does it make?
He backed off, letting us know that the first time he
introduced the 5th Estate, it was to a hostile audience. He
obviously was experiencing deja vu. I was more bored than
hostile. I only wanted him to start his real speech. He
hesitated telling us a "dirty joke," How would a crowd
from southwestern Ohio react to a word like "pussy"? A
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bunch of hicks from Dayton, Ohio, the capital of the Bible
Belt, might try to string him up. Come off it, I thought.
We've got inside plumbing, electricity, T.V., and we've seen
the elephant. No one will die from your dirty joke.
A heckler yells out, "Don't do it, Normie!" The speaker
reacts well, just like the real Norman Mailer would have.
Now he is determined to tell the joke.
The joke concerned a "very vain man" and his ex-wife.
The punch line was "Just fine, especially once they get past
the worn-out part." (Ha-has, applause.) The speech was
over.
A handful of fans crowded around the imposter and
congratulated him on delivering such a fine speech. Some
people will believe anything.
At the question and answer session, I e amined his face
for cars. Silently, l congratulated his pl stic surgeon. He
looked exactly like Norman Mailer. The 5th Estate had
already been infiltrated· they replaced Norman Mailer with
a boring double.
Most of the questions are about the 5th Estate. "Mailer"
said that he has not taken his cause to the smaller, more
politically active colleges who can't afford to pay him
because he "needs the money." Back taxes and all that kind
of thing. Potential leadership for the 5th Estate would
come from someone with presidential ambitions, like Gene
McCarthy. And as an example of 5th Estate-type work, he
gave us reason to believe that the Watergatecrashers were
after something on the floor above - i.e., the Federal
Reserve Board and information about the interest rate. Dr.
Adams brought him a cup of coffee. We soon adjourned to
the "party."
By then most people had given up, but I pressed on. We
stood around punch bowls. (One of them was spiked, to
"Mailer's" surprise-alcohol in Ohio?) I shoveled hors
d'oeuvres in my mouth instead of supper. Everyone waited
for his chance to talk to "Mr. Mailer". ("Oh, Mr. Mailer, I
gush gush gush.") I started to wonder when I would get a
chance to gush.
Finding someone to talk to, I realized that I couldn't
wait for this whole thing to end. Watergate, Chappaquid
dick, Marilyn Monroe, Norman Mailer. The biggest act in
WSU's Artists and Lecture Series. I must admit that he tried
very hard to give us our $2000 worth. But if that guy was
Norman Mailer, I'm Ernest Hemmingway.
I finally got my chance. "My name is Bruce Pilgrim,
editor of our literary magazine. By way of a put-on, would
you give me your autograph and allow us to publish it as
'writing by Norman Mailer'?"
"No," he said, "then no one would take me seriously."
Then he left with a chosen handful. I understand they
kept going until two in the morning. I almost wanted to go
along, but I had another class.
The fifty-year-old man whom everyone said was Norman
Mailer did a creditable job. He almost got away with it. But
I saw through his disguise. The real Norman Mailer would
have given me more than the 5th Estate, more than
Marilyn. The real Norman Mailer would have given me
truth, yes, that's right, truth. I was ready for it. I had my
paper and pen, to get it all down.
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42ND

dressSTREET
WEST

The slit of your
Above your knees
C?ntinues up and splits your head
Like a summer watermelon.
Your seeds are the birth of life.
I break you on the street corner
And struggle to crawl inside.
You cut me open with your eyes
And mend me with your words.

RICH
LITTLE

I was sold to you
Before you bid the price.
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YOUR HANDS
Notice how your hands
move along something new
so cautiously;
fingertips up like a snake's head ...
vibrating, listening
But when you come to know things well
you touch deep, down
My skin when touched by you
turns to liquid
you plunge to its depths
sending up a trail of tingling bubbles.

Marsha Carpenter

prints by Jackie Gilbert
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GOB

The jukebox slid into bass as it died. An island of light
ap·peared on stage.
"Testing, testing," said the wrinkled tuxedo. "Testing,"
he said through the smile.
A squeal of feedback rattled the bottles in ranks behind
the bar.
"O.K., Tom. Testing. It's 0.K."
He paused for a moment, testing the smile.
"Ladies and gents, my lovely assistant, Janine."
She entered stage left, flashing a look that just barely fell
sh ort of coyness. His lips moved again around the smile.
"And now Janine will draw our winning number." A
click from somewhere in the back of the room and a
spotlight lanced a fingerprinted fishbowl. From the dark
ness a rustle and mutter.
A sailor sitting at the bar squinted at his slip, his arm
telescoping as he groped for focus.
It was three days before Thanksgiving, the second day of
his leave and, being in some ways like most other sailors, he
found himself gloriously smashed. Past the stage of knee
walking, he found navigation a delicate art. He mastered it,
though , by gathering the skirts of dignity above his knees
and trusting his sea legs to function unaided. Things weren't
bad, he decided, as long as he had mobility and communica
tion. Experience had taught him fair tongue control. The
world, at the moment, was in balance and, except for some
difficulty in making out the numbers on his slip, all was
well.
On stage, Janine was proving to be a real trouper. From
the bowl she fis h ed a slip and flourished it to wrinkled tux.
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"Our winning number"-he cleared his throat-"is
6 ... 6 ... 3!"
Mutters, groans and an occasional curse rose to greet
this, but no winner. Again the number was called.
"6 ... 6 ... 3!"
~ealizing that he wasn't up to the super-human effort
necessary to focus his eyes, the sailor beckoned to the
bartender who took and read the twisted slip.
"6 ... 6 ... 3 ... Hey, son, you got it."
The realization, slowly swimming through the depths of
tequila and beer, tugged the slack lanyards of the sailor's
face. Sliding from the bar stool, he lurched toward the
stage.
"Say, hey, folks," said wrinkled tux, "our winner is a
sailor-boy. Right on up the steps there at the side. And here
we arc. Tell us your name, son."
The sailor regarded for a heavy -lidded moment the
microphone staring up his nose.
"Gimme my prize, man."
Wrinkled tux tightened the smile. "Well, he's mighty
eager, isn't he, folks? What was your name, son?"
"Listen, Jack,"-almost a snarl- "Gimme my goddam
prize!''
Sweat appeared suddenly on the smiling upper lip. "Heh,
heh, heh. We, uh, we sure will, fella ... and here it is!"
From stage left came Janine pushing a small, squeaky
wheeled cart upon which traveled a 37-pound live turkey in
a cage.
With little change of expression the sailor picked up his
37-pound live turkey in a cage, strode from the stage and,
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with a cross between a swagger and a stagger, made it back
to the bar. From a booth in the back came the sound of
someone's grandmother applauding and whistling.
At the bar the sailor ordered another drink for himself
and, after a long period of bottle contemplation, a Metaxa
for the bird. However, it didn't take more than a few
moments for the sailor to realize that he could lead a
37-pound live turkey in a cage to Metaxa, but he couldn't
make him etcetera. Tiring of the attempt, the sailor finished
his drink, finished the Metaxa, hoisted his bird, and exited
to the parking lot.
At his car the sailor opened the trunk, extracted a
four-foot length of clothesline, tied one end of the
clothesline to the bumper of his car, extricated the
37-pound live turkey from its cage, and tied the other end
of the clothesline around the neck of the bird just as the
cop walked onto the scene.
A pregnant pause ensued.
"What are you doing, son?" wondered the cop .
"I am tying this 37-pound live turkey to the bumper of
my car with a four-foot length of cloth esline," replie d the
truthful sailor.
"I can see that, son," said the cop . "But why?"
"Well," stated the sailor, "I've always wondered h ow
fast a turkey can run."
Another short pause as the cop pondered th is . The cop
then expressed the opinion that this was no t the best time
to research that question, and suggested that the sailor
shove off for home port .

While making his way dutifully toward home the sailor
noticed a small tavern with a large sign which proclaimed
that a 20-pound frozen turkey was being given away that
night. Unable to resist the temptation, he stopped and
entered.
Inside he found that the sign's creator was an honest
man, for there at the bar was a man, more than slightly
drunk, who held a 20-pound frozen turkey as tenderly as
any mother with her firstborn. An empty seat by the lucky
winner attracted the sailor magnetically.
"I see you have a 20-pound frozen turkey," said the
sailor.
"To be perfectly frank," said the sailor frankly, "I thing
your turkey sucks. It so happens that I have a 37-pound live
turkey in a cage in my car at this very moment."
The lucky winner offered the opinion that the sailor was
a dress blue uniform stuffed with barn sweepings and bet
$3.54 in small change that the sailor could not produce said
turkey.
Leaving the bar shortly thereafter, the sailor jingled his
change-stuffed pockets and savored the memory of the
havoc wreaked by a fear-crazed 37-pound live turkey
released from its cage. Unfortunately, this reverie didn't last
long. Before he reached his car the evening caught up with
his stomach. He leaned against a lamp post and awaited the
sour inevitable.
Quietly, a voice spoke from the darkness.
"What are you doing, son?" wondered the cop.
"That," said the sailor as the greeness rose, "should be
casual to the most obvious observer."

Michael

w.

Woolley

And so he did-almost.
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POEM
I don't think
I want that football
baby-head opening
me up like an
unnatural canyon
and let ride on
the rapid of my blood ripping what I am a
mile wide:
it's no geological
phenomenon,
it's a rape.
Take it.

]. R. Alley
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Chrysalis
It was a high contrast day. The kind that makes you
squint your eyes to see. The air was full of the lake, that
wet, snappy feeling. But it was hot, and in the distance the
beach shimmered into non-existence. I lay on my stomach,
on a blanket, and the sand crunched as I moved. Vacation, I
thought. Boy, do I love vacation.

***
Across the road and up the hill was a cottage, the one
my parents had rented for a week "away from it all." Next
door my cousins had firmly established themselves in an
exact replica of the cabin which we occupied. Every
evening brought forth a card table, four chairs, my mother,
father, aunt, and uncle, and a hot game of bridge.
There were four other cottages besides ours, and the six
together made a circle. Sort of like covered wagons waiting
for the Indians. In the cabin directly across from ours two
girls were staying with their grandmother. They were from
Chicago and they were old. At least 16. The first time I saw
them I was with my sister Carolyn. She poked me and
hissed, "Look at their eyebrows!" I was horrified. They
were gone, shaved off, and in their place were very thin,
very faint, barely brown lines, arched incredibly high and
tapering into nothing. I was fascinated, I was awed. "That's
stupid," Carolyn muttered, and I wondered if everyone in
Chicago was that dumb.

The cottage to the right of the eyebrowless girls housed
a family with a teenage son. The son had a friend and
together they soon discovered Carolyn. At first they let me
go places with them, but I always had to sit in the back seat
alone, and I never understood the things they laughed at, so
after a while I stayed home.
One whole day I spent behind the cottage playing
blackjack with my brothers and our cousins. But they were
younger and I always won, so I gave the 54¢ back before
they told on me.
After that I just sort of hung around the beach reading
Betty Cavanna romances.

***
The voices were floating closer and I looked up, shading
my eyes, to see who was coming. I didn't recognize them,
but it was a girl and three guys. Suddenly, I wished I wasn't
there. I didn't want to be seen.
I kept my head down until they passed, laughing and
shoving each other, scattering sand. Slowly, I turned to
look after them, curiosity conquering bashfulness, wonder
ing if there would ever come a day when I could walk along
the beach with three boys, laughing. The girl, her hair in
pigtails, swung around quickly, her glance for an instant
settling on me. I shivered, startled by her eyes. They were
blue, transparent, cellophane blue. And ringed by long,
cloudy lashes. So clear, so blue ... I began to cry .

Andrea Dwyer
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